Helping organizations develop
a learning mindset

Kevin D. Washburn, Ed.D. works with schools where teachers want to thrive and flourish professionally, no matter their specialty.
I thought I’d get a commercial
program, but I got a mentor
instead. Kevin opened the door
for me to be effective in writing.
Montessori School
Elementary Division Head,
Atlanta GA
The Architecture of Learning
course was truly a learning
experience…I have never
laughed or enjoyed being in a
“classroom” as much. Kevin is a
great teacher! I am thankful we
got this opportunity to work so
closely with him.
Managing Director, Jhamtse
Gatsal Children’s Community
Arunachal Pradesh, India
I have taught for 43 years and
have “technology anxiety”! This
presentation not only captured
my interest, but it was extremely
practical. I think the things I saw
are doable in my classroom!
Private School Teacher,
Salisbury MD
Kevin showed me my
potential I had never seen before.
Private School Instructional
Coach, Atlanta GA
I used Dr. Washburn’s ideas from
his blog and transformed them
into a Power Point for my
English 11 students who are
about to take the Nevada High
School Writing Proficiency Exam.
Please pass on to Dr. Washburn
my thanks and the thanks of my
students.
NBCT Support Provider,
Las Vegas NV

PROFESSIONAL BIOGRAPHY
Kevin D. Washburn, Ed.D. is an educational consultant committed to offering well-designed
professional development that clarifies purpose, validates quality instruction, establishes a safe
learning environment, aligns practice with mission, and refreshes educators with effective tools.
Kevin’s intention is for every participant to leave a keynote, course, workshop, in-service, or
consulting session having heard, “I believe in your potential.”
Educators who spend time learning from Kevin will know how to teach more intentionally
because they have witnessed it; Kevin teaches the way he recommends others teach. Teachers
become more passionate about learning, because Kevin explains how current research can
foster understanding and help shape more efficient, time-saving instruction.
He synthesizes current findings from diverse scientific research fields, including neuroscience,
cognitive psychology, and brain development, and practically distills educational implications
so teachers are immediately equipped for more confident, effective classroom instruction. His
carefully-designed slide presentations, handouts, and course books are clean and professional to
foster clutter-free thinking and interaction.
Kevin has extensively researched various topics—learning, creativity, critical thinking,
instructional design, neuroscience, and writing—believing they can profoundly influence
quality of education. He is also committed to sharing implications of physical fitness relating to
cognitive function, and offering balanced how-to’s for educational technology integration.
Kevin has created the Architecture of Learning instructional design model and its professional
development courses, authored the book, The Architecture of Learning: Designing Instruction
for the Learning Brain, and created the Writer’s Stylus instructional writing program and its
professional development course. He enjoys traveling and developing relationships with
fellow educators as a professional development instructor, conference workshop leader,
keynote speaker, graduate professor, curriculum project leader, and educational consultant.
His client list includes Jhamtse Gatsal Children’s Community and government school teachers,
Arunachal Pradesh, India; Association of Christian Schools International (US and Dominican
Republic); Learning & the Brain; Philadelphia Association of Christian Schools; Louisiana
Association of Independent Schools; Columbia International University; and private, charter, and
independent schools across the country.
Kevin is an active member of the International Mind, Brain and Education Society, Learning &
the Brain Society, a contributor to The SmartBlogs: Education Blog, The Ecology of Education, and
maintains his own Clerestory Learning Blog, The Window.
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